Corporate Group Tours
of Melbourne City
Hidden Secrets Tours is Melbourne’s original laneways walking tour company who have
been showcasing Melbourne to locals and visitors for the past 11 years.
We live and breathe our city and the amazing businesses within.
Melbourne is a unique city with endless hidden secrets tucked inside historical arcades and
down character filled laneways, which deserve an introduction. Rather than simply providing
guests with a map of the city, why not offer a personal touch. Our local guides bring the best
out of Melbourne, to acquaint your guests with the hosting city and differentiate their
Melbourne experience from other conference cities.
Our company focuses on the local business and the unique side of Melbourne rather than
shops and experiences you see anywhere in the world. With a mix of history, local stories,
architecture, street art, food and fashion, we can tailor a tour to meet your needs. All within
the ‘1 mile block’ of the CBD.
Tours are delivered in English at a steady, casual pace, suitable for conference delegates and
family members. Due to Melbourne’s arcade and covered walkways, our tours are suitable in
all weather and can be booked for anytime of the year.

Hidden Secrets Walking Tours are ideal for
• Movement between venues by foot
Transferring guests from hotels to events rather than taking taxis or buses.
• Delegates partners and families & incentive
Perfect entertainment while delegates are at the conference and also a good family
activity.
• Time management
Filling in gaps between events to create a dynamic experience.
• Great for jet lag management
Getting their legs moving after a long flights and resetting their body clock.
• Perfect for orientation around the hotel precinct
The perfect introduction to the hotel and it’s surrounds.

We can provide a range of tours depending on your
conference programming
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 hour walking tour / city orientation
2.5 hour walking tour including a drink or tasting
2.5 hour walk including lunch
Meet / Pick up from hotels or conference centres within the city centre
Scattered departure times to accommodate different arrival times of guests
‘Opt-in’ or ‘included’ options within your conference package

Souvenir goodie bag
We provide a ‘souvenir goodie bag’ which can also include any additions from conference
sponsors. We also provide our map of the city which can be co-branded with your
conference. This map includes VIP offers and recommendations.
Inclusions
We can offer a variety of Melbourne products and experiences within the tour such as,
chocolate tastings, coffee breaks, local samples of food / spices / postcards.
Personalised feel
To keep our personalised feel to our tours we take smaller groups of around 10-15 people.
With numerous guide available, a number of groups can depart at each scheduled time. This
can also be scattered over a number of days to accommodate delegate arrival dates. We can
design a Melbourne CBD program to best suit your group size.
Past corporate tours
In 2015 we conducted a number of corporate tours, two highlights for us were:
• The International Association of Trade Lawyers
This event was a reward trip for the members. There was no conference element, so it was all
about letting them understand and enjoy their time in Melbourne. We hosted 120 passengers
from the United States over two days in groups of 10-12.
• Young Professionals Organisation
This was a conference of delegates from all over the world. We created bespoke tailored
tours for 60 guests in 5 groups to unveil Melbourne to both the delegates and their
accompanying family members.
Pricing
Pricing is based on quantities and inclusions on the tour.
Please contact us on +613 9663 3358 or email office@hiddensecretstours.com to discuss
your tour.

Hidden Secrets Tours prides ourselves in giving guests a
memorable experience of our city.

